T: 305-720-2539
F: 305-716-9216
info@latindiscover.com

TRIP DETAILS
4 days / 3 nts - Chile
Departures Daily
Trip Ref 1821
ITINERARY IN BRIEF

Magic of Atacama

PRICES FROM $780

Discover the essentials of the stunning Atacama Desert: San Pedro de Atacama, the extraordinary archaeological museum of Padre Le
Paige, the pre-Inca ruins of Tulor, the village of Toconao, Moon Valley, the Atacama salt lake, and the incredible El Tatio Geysers at an
altitude of 4,300m.
Day 1: Arrive in Calama - San Pedro Atacama (Moon valley)
Arrival at the airport of Calama and transfer to San Pedro de Atacama. San Pedro is an unusually colourful village located 2.440 m / 8.000 ft
above sea level in the middle of a green oasis. The extraordinary archaeological museum (closed on Mondays) of Padre Gustavo Le Paige,
shows an impressive collection of pre- Hispanic artefacts. In the afternoon we will visit the mystifying and famous Moon Valley. At sunset we
can see how the light intensifies the impression of a moonscape. Overnight in San Pedro.
Day 2: San Pedro de Atacama (Toconao and the Atacama Salt Lake)
After breakfast we will visit San Pedro de Atacama - the centre of a Palaeolithic civilization that built impressive rock fortresses on the
mountains encircling the green valley. The colonial church was constructed in 1577 and is the
largest and most beautiful of the region. After this visit we drive 4 km / 2,5 mi to reach the preColumbian village Tulor with an approx. age of 3000 years, making it the oldest archaeological
remains in the valley, and continue to the fortress of Pukara de Quitor conquered in 1540 by the
Spanish conquistadores defeating the Incan troops.
In the afternoon we will start our tour to Toconao, a village where locals dedicate themselves to the
manufacture of white volcanic stone sculptures, and will continue to the huge Atacama Salt Lake,
an inland sea formed millions of years ago. The vast emptiness with the white salt crusts stretched out in front of you as far as the eyes can
reach is overwhelming. It simply is one of the most spectacular and dramatic landscapes in Chile. Return to the hotel. Overnight in San
Pedro.
(Included meals: breakfast, box lunch)
Day 3: San Pedro de Atacama (El Tatio - Machuca)
In In the morning we will depart early at 4:00 am to reach the El Tatio Geysers at an altitude of 4.300 m / 14.108 ft before sunrise. In a
remote setting it is the highest geothermal field in the world and offers spectacular scenery. Make sure to bring warm clothes because it is
very cold in the morning at this altitude. At dawn, powerful spurts of steam shoot up from various blowholes. The steaming ponds are
encrusted with brilliant salt crystals reflecting the metal-blue sky. We will have enough time to enjoy this impressive natural wonder before
we return and drive to the village Machuca where the ancient llama caravans used to rest from their
travels on the "Inca Highway". Afterwards, we will return to San Pedro de Atacama to enjoy the
afternoon at leisure. Overnight in San Pedro.
(Included meals: breakfast)
Day 4: San Pedro - Fly out from Calama
After breakfast, a transfer takes you to the airport to board your departure flight.
(Included meals: breakfast)
Type of Service

Hotels
Casa de Don Tomas

Regular
Altiplanico

Price per person
Double
Single Suppl

Single

Season

$701

$167

$868

01.05.09-31.12.09

$740

$175

$911

01.01.10-30.04.10

$756

$209

$965

01.05.09-31.12.09

$793

$220

$1,013

01.01.10-30.04.10
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Private

$1,080

Altiplanico

$209

$1,140
$220
Prices can change without notice

$1,924

01.05.09-31.12.09

$2,020

01.01.10-30.04.10

Tour includes: 3 overnights with breakfast in San Pedro de Atacama, transfers and excursions with driver and bilingual guide, English
speaking guide in regular tour at Gustavo Le Paige Museum, entrance fees to national parks & reserves, 1 lunch at a local restaurant (2nd
day).
Not included: International and domestic Air Fare, airport taxes, meals not mentioned, gratuities and personal expenses.
Notes:
-Prices per person in USDollars. 2 passenger minimum.
-Regular shared basis: Minimum 2 pax. Service with English speaking guide. Gustavo Le Paige Museum with regular english speaking
guide. The secuence of the excursions in the shared itinerary may be in reversed. And the pick up times for excursions may vary slightly
depending on the routes taken by transportation through different hotels (30 to 40 minutes average). Transfer in/out is included for flights
arriving/departure between 09:00 to 19:00hs. Other Flight Schedules please ask for private service. After the tour to the Gustavo Le Paige
Museum the return back to the hotel is by your own. The regular english speaking guide at the Gustave Le Paige Museum can not be
guaranteed.
-The services are subject to the availability & rates at the moment of the reservation
-This program may be altered depending on the airline`s schedule
Ways to
contact us

email: info@latindiscover.com or Skype: latindiscover
Tollfree: 1-866-369-8046 USA
Tel: 305 720 2539 USA, (506) 2290 4017 Costa Rica
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